IMPORTANT INFORMATION:

To avoid the possibility of flows backing up into your property during this period, please limit all liquids from going down your drains and do not use washing machines or dishwashers. **Failure to follow these instructions may cause your discharge to backup into your property.**

During certain phases of the operation, you may detect an odor. Odors are most likely in buildings with dry or non-existent traps. In most cases, pouring one or two gallons of water down your sinks and opening your windows can minimize any odors.

If you have a sump pump that discharges into the sewer, it must be disconnected during our installation process.

We may need to request access to your basement and/or bathroom if problems arise.

If you have any questions please call the National Water Main Lining Superintendent Chris Orlemann at **973-418-0837** or Assistant Vice President Joe Perone at **973-483-3200**.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

---

**SPECIAL NOTICE**

This is to inform you that the sewer connections in your neighborhood will be reconstructed utilizing a cast in place liner method. During the course of this work there will be a **temporary disruption** of sewer service to your residence or business for approximately 4 hours.

Our field crew **will notify you** when the work is being conducted. In the event that this work takes place when you are not home, if you do not see our crews on your street it is safe to use your facilities. If you have any questions or concerns during the course of our work, please do not hesitate to ask for the Site Supervisor or Crew Foreman at the location.

The interruption in sewer service will be

**From:**

(Time) / (Day) / (Date)

**To:**

(Time) / (Day) / (Date)

See reverse side for more details. 

---
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